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UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF NETS OF FUNCTIONS 
BY 
GILBERT HELMBERG 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of May 30, 1959) 
In the theory of integration on topological spaces, the following theorem 
of Dini is used (see [1], p. 105): 
Theorem 1. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let 
K(X) be the set of all non-negative real-valued continuous functions on 
X with compact support. Let N be a subset of K(X), directed down-
wards in the partial ordering defined in K(X) by 
/1 </2 if and only if ft(x) -;;;,/2(x) for all x EX. 
If inf f(x) = 0 for all x EX, then for every given b > 0 there exists a 
/EN 
function f6 EN such that f6(x)-;;;, o for all x EX. 
This statement can be both sharpened and generalized. It will then 
provide a characterization of locally compact and compact completely 
regular spaces similar to one given by H. FREUDENTHAL (see [2]). 
Let X be a non-empty set. In the set F(X) of all complex-valued 
functions on X we introduce a partial ordering by defining 
/1 </2 if and only if 1/l(x)l-;;;, IMx)l for all x EX. 
Definition 1. Let foE F(X). A non-empty subset N of F(X) will 
be called an /o-net if 
1) /1 E N and /2 E N implies the existence of fa E N with /a< /1, fa< /2 
(N is directed downwards in the given partial ordering); 
2) /1 EN, /2 EN and /I< /2 implies (/I-/o)< (/2- /o); 
3) inf lf(x)-fo(x)I=O for all xEX. 
/EN 
If f0(x) = 0 for all x EX, then we shall call N a zero-net. Condition 2) 
is trivial in this case. 
We shall first exhibit some basic properties of /-nets. 
Lemma 1. Let N be an /o-net. Then fo<f for all fEN. 
Proof: Assume the contrary; that is, there exists an x EX and a 
1) This paper was prepared with partial support of the National Science 
Foundation grant to the Tulane University Mathematics Department. 
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function hEN such that 1/I(x)l<l/o(x)l. Since inf lf(x)-/o(x)I=O there 
fEN 
IS an /2 E N such that /z < h and 
I /z(x)- fo(x) I< f( l/o(x) 1-1/I(x) 1). 
Because of lfz(x) I~ 1/I(x) I< lfo(x) I we have 
l/o(x) 1-l/z(x) I~ lfz(x)- fo(x) I< f( l/o(x) 1-1/I(x) I) 
ti/I(x) I< l/z(x) 1- tl/o(x) I< 1/z(x) 1- tl/z(x) I= tl/z(x) I 
which contradicts our assumption /2 <ft. 
Lemma 2. If N is an fo-net, then No={!- fo; fEN} is a zero-net. 
Proof: Since condition 2) and 3) of definition l are satisfied we have 
only to check condition l). Let h- foE No and /z- foE No. By the 
definition of N there exists an /a E N such that fa< /I and /a< lz. The 
function /a- /o EN o then has the property Ia- /o < h- /o and fa- /o < fz- fo. 
The converse of Lemma 2 is not necessarily true. 
Definition 2. An /o-net N is said to converge uniformly if for every 
b > 0 there exists an Ia EN such that lf.,(x)- /o(x) I~ b for all x EX. 
Using this terminology we can restate the conclusion of theorem l 
in the following way: every zero-net in K(X) converges uniformly. 
The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the previous 
definitions. 
Lemma 3. An /o-net N converges uniformly if and only if the zero-
net No converges uniformly. 
Lemma 4. The subset N of F(X)is a zero-net if and only if the set 
INI = {1!1: fEN} is a zero-net. A zero-net N converges uniformly if and 
only if the zero-net INI converges uniformly. 
Definition 3. A subset 8 of F(X) is called z-closed if every zero-
net in S converges uniformly. 
Lemma 5. Let 81 and 82 be z-closed subsets of F(X). Then 81 u 82 
is z-closed and every subset of 81 is z-closed. 
Proof: The second assertion is obvious. Let N be a zero-net in 81 U 82 
and let N 1=N n 81 (i= l, 2). We show first that at least one N1 has to 
be a zero-net. This will follow if we can show that at least one Nt has 
the property: fEN implies the existence of an f' E Nt such that f' <f. 
Assume there is an /o EN such that no fr E N 1 satisfies /I </o. Then 
foE N2, and given any fEN there is an /2 EN satisfying /2</o and fz<f. 
Because of our assumption about N1 we conclude /2 E N2. 
Since 8 1 is z-closed, the zero-net N 1 converges uniformly and so does N. 
The set F(X) is not z-closed unless X is finite. This shows that the 
union of infinitely many z-closed sets will in general not be z-closed. 
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Lemma 6. Every finite-dimensional linear space S of bounded 
complex-valued functions on X is z-closed. 
Proof: Let n be the dimension of S. Every function f E Sis determined 
by its values f(x~,) for a certain fixed subset {x,: i= I, 2, ... , n} of X and 
sup lf(x) I is a continuous function of the n variables f(xi). Since every 
Ill EX 
zero-net inS contains a function f such that f(xt) (i=I,2, ... ,n) is 
arbitrarily small, it contains also a function f for which sup lf(x) I is 
Ill EX 
smaller than any given number l5> 0. 
Lemma 7. Let S be an additive subgroup of F(X). The set S is 
z-closed if and only if every /-net inS converges uniformly for all f E S. 
Proof: LetS be z-closed and let N be an /-net inS. Then No is a 
zero-net inS and No converges uniformly. By Lemma 3 so does N. The 
converse is obvious. 
In what follows, we shall use the notation A(f, a) (f E F(X), f real-
valued, a real) for the set {x: f(x)<a}. If X is a topological space, then 
a real-valued function f on X is called upper semi-continuous if A(f, a) 
is open for all real a. 
Theorem 2. Let S be a set of real-valued non-negative functions 
on X having the property that hE S, /2 E S implies aft E S for all positive 
a, n_ E S for all positive integers n, min (/1, /2) E S and max (f~, /2) E S. 
Let T be the smallest topology for X in which S becomes a set of upper 
semi-continuous functions. '1.' is compact if and only if S is z-closed. 
Proof: We observe first that the family B={A(f, I); f ES} of sub-
sets of X is a base for T. Indeed we have x E A (f(x)1+1 f, I) and there-
fore X= U A(f, I). Furthermore A(/1, I) fl A(/2, I)=A(max (f~, /2), 1). 
fEB 
This shows that B is a base for some topology T'. Every f E S is upper 
semi-continuous in T' since A(f, a)=A(~f, 1) if a>O and A(f, a) is empty 
for a~O. On the other hand, if every f ES is upper semi-continuous, then 
A(f, l) is open for every f E S. This shows T' =T. Finally we observe 
that the set of all upper semi-continuous real-valued functions on X 
satisfies the requirements mentioned in the statement of the theorem. 
LetT be compact and let N be a zero-net inS. Given any l5>0, the 
family {A(f, l5): fEN} is an open cover of X since for any given x EX 
there exists an /"'·" EN such that f"'·"(x) < l5 and therefore x E A (fa:.,, l5). 
Let {A(f,, l5): i= I, 2, ... ,'n} be a finite subcover. Then -
" X = U A(ft, l5) = A( min /c, l5). 
i-1 t-1 .... ,'11 
Since N is a zero-net, there exists an f, EN such that f, < min fi and 
i=l, ...... 
we have X= A (f,, l5); this completes the proof in one direction. 
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Assume now T to be non-compact. Then there exists an infinite open 
cover of X which does not admit a finite subcover. Without loss of 
generality we may assume this to be a cover by a family {A(f,t, l): A E A} 
of sets of the base B for the topology T. 
Choosing in all possible ways a finite subset A1, ... ,Am of indices and 
positive integers n~, ... , nm we form the family G of all functions of the form 
g( {At}, { nt}) = min 11! E S. 
i=l •... ,m 1 
We show that G is a zero-net. It is obvious that G is directed down-
wards by the partial ordering <.Let x EX be given. Then x E A(f,t, 1) for 
some A E A and O;;;;f.t(x)< l. Given any 15> Owehaveg({A}, {n})(x)= ;n(x) < 15 
for n sufficiently large and therefore inf g(x) = 0. 
UEG 
G does not converge uniformly. Take any g E G, then g=g({At}, {nt}) 
and 
m m 
A(g, 1) = U A(fJ.t, l) = U A(l.t,, l) 
i-1 i-1 
cannot contain X. Therefore there is an x EX with g(x)~ l. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Theorem 3. Let S be a real algebra of real-valued functions on X 
containing the constants and containing Ill whenever I E S. Let T be 
the smallest topology for X in wich S becomes an algebra of continuous 
functions. T is compact if and only if S is z-closed. 
Proof: Since the subset lSI= {Ill: I E S} of S has the properties 
mentioned in the hypothesis of theorem 2 we conclude that the family 
B= {A(III, 1): I ES} is a base of some topology T' which evidently is 
smaller than T. On the other hand, given any I E S and any real numbers 
a, b, the sets 
{x: l(x)<a} ={x: l(x)+lal+l<a+lal+l} 
= {x: (a+ Ia/ + 1)-l[l(x)+ JaJ+ l]< l} 
= {x: max {0, (a+ Ia I+ 1)-l[f(x)+ Ia I+ 1]}< l} 
{x: l(x)>b} = {x: -l(x)< -b} 
are open in T' and therefore I is continuous in T'. This shows T' = T. 
LetT be compact and let N be a zero-net inS. Then JN/ is a zero-net 
in JSI and JN/ converges uniformly by theorem 2. By lemma 4 N also 
converges uniformly. 
Let now T be non-compact. Exactly the same reasoning as in the 
proof of theorem 2 shows the existence of a zero-net in lSI C S that does 
not converge uniformly. 
Theorem 4. LetS be a complex algebra of complex-valued functions 
on X containing the constants and containing the complex conjugate 
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J of I and Ill whenever I E S. Let T be the smallest topology in which S 
becomes an algebra of continuous functions on X. T is compact if and 
only if S is z-closed. 
Proof: As before, the family B= {A( Ill, l): IE S} is a base of some 
topology T', smaller than T. The subset Sr of S consisting of all real-
valued functions in S is an algebra of the type described in the hypothesis 
of theorem 3 and an algebra of continuous functions in the topology T' 
by the proof of theorem 3. The algebra Sr contains for every I E S the 
real and imaginary part of I, therefore every I E S is continuous in T' 
and T' =T. The proof of theorem 4 is now word for word the same as 
the proof for theorem 3. 
Let now X be a completely regular space. In what follows, U +(X) 
will denote the set of all non-negative real-valued upper semi-continuous 
functions on X, R(X) will denote the set of all real-valued continuous 
functions on X, R+(X) will denote the set of all non-negative real-valued 
continuous functions on X, and O(X) will denote the set of all complex-
valued continuous functions on X. 
Theorem 5. A completely regular space X is compact if and only 
if O(X) is z-closed. 
Proof: O(X) is an algebra of the type described in theorem 4 and 
the topology of X is the smallest one for which C(X) is an algebra of 
continuous functions. Theorem 5 then repeates the statement of theorem 4. 
We observe that according to the proofs for the theorem 2-4 we 
could replace the set C(X) in theorem 5 by any of the sets U +(X), R(X), 
and R+(X). 
We proceed to determine z-closed sets of functions on a given completely 
regular space X. 
Definition 4. A function IE F(X) is said to vanish at infinity if 
the set A'(lll, !5)={x: ll(x)l~!5} is contained in a compact subset of X 
for every !5 > 0. 
If Ill E U+(X) then A'(lfl, !5) is closed and therefore compact for every 
!5>0. 
Definition 5. Let G be any subset of F(X). A non-empty subsetS 
of G will be called a segmentinG if I ES, g EG and g<l imply g ES. 
Theorem 6. Let X be completely regular. Let S be a segment in 
U +(X) or in R+(X) such that if I E S then al E S for all positive real 
numbers a and In E S for all positive integers n. The set S is z-closed if 
and only if S is a set of functions vanishing at infinity. 
Proof: Let S be a set of functions vanishing at infinity and let N 
be a zero-net inS. For any !5>0 we have fl A'{f, !5)=0 (O=empty set). 
!EN 
Let lo EN be chosen arbitrarily. The set A'(fo, !5) fl A'{f, !5) (fEN) are 
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closed subsets of the compact set A'(fo, !5) and therefore there exists a finite 
number of ft EN (i=1, 2, ... , n) such that fJ A'(/t, !5)=0. Let fEN, 
i~O,l, ... ,n 
f<ft (i= 0, 1, ... , n), then A(f, 15) =X and therefore N converges uniformly. 
Assume now there is an fo E S and an a> 0 such that A' (/0, a) is not 
compact. Then there is an infinite cover of A'(fo, a) by open sets in X 
not admitting a finite subcover. As in the proof of theorem 2 we may 
assume without loss of generality that the cover has the form 
{A(f._, 1): A. E A, /;. E R+(X)}. 
Let /;.. = ~fo; then f._, ES and A'(/o, a)=A'(f..,, 1). Choosing in all possible 
ways a finite number of indices Ai (i= 1, 2, ... , m) from A and positive 
integers n1 (j = 0, 1, ... , m), we form the set G of all functions of the form 
(or R+(X)). 
Since S is a segment in U +(X) (or R+(X)), we have G C S. The set G 
is directed downwards in our partial ordering. For any given x E X and any 
!5>0, either xEA(/..,,1) and therefore g({A.o},{n})(x)=f~.(x)<t5 if n is 
sufficiently large, or x E A(/J.,., 1) for a certain AI E A and therefore 
g({A.o, AI}, {1, ni})(x)=min (f..,, fJ:;)(x) < t5 if ni is sufficiently large. We 
conclude that inf g(x) = 0 for all x EX and that G is a zero-net in S. 
g&G 
On the other hand, for any g=g({A.J}, {nJ}) EG (j=O, 1, ... , m) we have 
m m 
A(g, 1) =A( min f'J.J, 1) = ~ A(f'J.J, 1) = U A(f~, 1) #X 
3 ~o.l, ... ,m 3~0 i=O 
m 
(otherwise U A (fA, 1)-:) A'(f..,, 1)); thus G does not converge uniformly i~l ' 
and the proof of theorem 6 is complete. 
Let 0 00(X) denote the set of all complex-valued continuous functions 
on X vanishing at infinity. 
Lemma 8. The set 0 00(X) is a complex algebra, z-closed and a 
segment in O(X). 
Proof: For arbitrary !5>0, (X complex and non-zero, fE000(X) and 
g E 0 00(X), we have 
A'(O, !5)=0 
A'(JI)(.fJ, t5)=A'(lfJ, 1!1) 
A'(if+gJ, !5) = {x: Jf(x) +g(x)J ~ !5} C 
C {x: Jf(x)J+Jg(x)J~t5}C 
C A'(JfJ, ~) u A'(JgJ, ~) 
A'(JfgJ, !5)) c A'(lfJ, Vt5) u A'(JgJ, Vt5). 
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This shows that 0 00(X) is a complex algebra. Let now hE O(X) and h<f. 
Then A'(lhl, CJ) C A'(ltl, CJ) for all Cl>O and therefore h E000(X). This 
shows that 0 00(X) is a segment in O(X). Let finally N be a zero-net in 
0 00(X). Then· INI is a zero-net in /000(x) I= {Ill: f E 0 00(X) }. The set I000(X) I 
satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 6 and is therefore z-closed. We con-
clude that INI converges uniformly; then so also does N by lemma 4. 
In order to characterize 0 00(X) in a different way we prove some more 
lemmas. 
Lemma 9. Let {S.d(.A. E A) be a family of z-closed segments in O(X). 
Then S = u S). is also a z-closed segment in O(X). 
J.eA 
Proof: It is obvious that the union of segments is again a segment. 
Let N be a zero-net ins and let fo EN, in particular fo E s). for a certain 
A EA. Let N'={f' EN: f' <to}. Then N' c s).. Given any hEN', /2 EN' 
there is an fEN with the property f<fdi= 0, 1, 2). Therefore fEN' 
and thus N' is directed downwards in our partial ordering. Given any 
x EX and any Cl>O there exists an Is EN such that lfs(x)I<CJ and there 
exists an fEN' with the property f<fs, in particular lf(x)l ~1/s(x)l < CJ. 
Therefore N' i~. a zero-net in S. If N did not converge uniformly then 
there would exist a (J > 0 such that sup I f(x) I~ (J for all f EN; that is, 
o:EX 
N' would not converge uniformly, which would contradict our hypothesis 
about s).. 
¥; 
Lemma 10. LetS be a z-closed segnfent in O(X). Then 
Sk={IXf: IX complex, IIXI~k, f ES} 
is a z-closed segment in O(X) for every k > 0. 
1 Proof: Let f ES and let g EO(X), g<IXf (1X*O, IIXI~k). Then- g<f 
IX 
and!.g ES. This implies g ESk and thus Skis a segment in O(X). Assume 
IX 
now that N={IXJ./J.: IXJ. complex, !J. ES, A E A} is a zero-net in Sk which 
does not converge uniformly. Then k0::. 1 fA< fJ., k~ 1 /J. < IXJ.fJ. and therefore 
N' = {k~ 1 /J.: A E A} is a zero-net in S not converging uniformly. ThiR 
contradicts our hypothesis. 
Lemma 11. LetS be a z-closed segment in O(X). Then Sp= {fn: /ES 
n a positive integer} is a z-closed segment in O(X). 
Proof: Let f E l'i and let g E O(X), g<fn. Then for a suitable choice 
of nth roots we have gi!n E O(X), gi!n <f. This implies g E Sp and thus Sp is 
a segment in O(X). LetNbe a zero-net in Sp. Then N' = {min(lfl, 1): fEN} 
is a zero-net since min (it I, 1) < f for all f E N. Furthermore we have 
N'CS since min(lfnl, 1)</ for all fES and for all positive integers n. 
28 Series A 
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If N did not converge uniformly, then the same is true for N' and this 
contradicts our hypothesis. 
Theorem 7. The union of all z-closed segments in O(X) is 0 00 (X). 
Proof: LetS be the union of all z-closed segments in O(X). The setS 
is a z-closed segment in O(X) by lemma 9. From lemma 10 follows that S 
00 
must be closed under complex scalar multiplication since S C u S1c C S. 
k=l 
By lemma 11, Sis closed under formation of powers with positive integral 
exponents since S C Sp C S. The set [S[ = {[![: f E S} is a segment in 
R+(X) and satisfies the hypothesis of theorem 6. Therefore [S[ C 0 00 (X) 
and consequently also S C 0 00(X). On the other hand, by lemma 8 we 
have 0 00(X) C S, and theorem 8 is proved. 
It is easy to see that 0 00 (X) n R(X) is a z-closed segment in R(X). 
Similarly as above one can show that the union of all z-closed segments 
in R(X) is 0 00 (X) n R(X). 
Corollary 7 .1. A function /o E O(X) belongs to 0 00(X) if and only 
if the segment in O(X) bounded by /o is z-closed. 
Proof: Let S={f EO(X): /</o}. If /o E000(X), then~ C000 (X) andS 
is z-closed. The converse follows from theorem 7. 
Corollary 7 .2. If Sis a z-closed segment in O(X), then every /-net 
in S converges uniformly for all f E S. 
Proof: We have S C 0 00(X). An /-net in S is an /-net in 0 00(X). It 
converges uniformly by lemma 7. 
Using theorem 7 we can characterize local compactness of a completely 
regular space X in terms of uniform convergence of zero-nets in O(X). 
Theorem 8. Let X be completely regular. The space X is locally 
compact if and only if for every x EX there is a z-closed segment S(x) 
in O(X) containing an f such that f(x) =1= 0. The space X is compact if and 
only if there is a z-closed segment in O(X) containing a non-zero constant. 
Proof: Let X be locally compact. Given any x0 EX there is an open 
neighborhood U of xo with compact closure U and a function f E R+(X), 
vanishing outside of U, such that f(xo) = l. Thus S(xo) = 0 00(X) satisfies 
the requirements of the theorem. Conversely, if there is an f ES(x0) C 0 00(X) 
such that f(xo)=/=0 for a given xo, then A'([/[, ![f(xo)[)={x: [f(x)[~![f(xo)j} 
is a compact neighborhood of xo and the hypothesis of theorem 8 implies 
the local compactness of X. 
The second assertion of the theorem is obvious, since 
X= {x: const (x)~! const}. 
Let us note that 0 00(X) is in general not the union of all z-closed sub-
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algebras of C(X), since in the non-compact case the algebra of constants 
is not contained in 0 00 (X). 
Lemma 5 shows that the complements of z-closed sets in F(X) together 
with the empty set form a topology for F(X). This topology is T 1 since 
every singleton set in F(X) is z-closed. By the remark to lemma 5, F(X) 
is discrete if and only if X is finite. If X is infinite, then F(X) is connected 
and not Hausdorff, since the existence of disjoint non-empty open sets 
would imply that F(X) is the union of two z-closed sets and therefore 
z-closed. As a consequence of this every open set is dense in F(X). The 
space F(X) is 'not compact, since the sets RM+ of non-negative constant 
functions greater than a given positive constant Mare z-closed and have 
00 
the finite intersection property, but n RM+=O. The space F(X) is not 
M~l 
locally compact, since every closed neighborhood in F(X) coincides with 
F(X) but F(X) is not compact. 
The relative topology in C(X) is discrete if and only if X is compact 
by theorem 5. By the same reasoning as above we see that in the non-
compact case C(X) is connected, not Hausdorff and not locally compact. 
The set 0 00(X) is the union of all discrete segments inC(X). This observation 
would permit an obvious restatement of theorem 8 in terms of this 
topology. 
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